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 eduExam is a Web Based Custom Online Examination Management 

system 

 Software is designed to specifically cater GUJCET Examination 

 Easy to use for Administrators, Faculties and Students 

 Online examinations can be conducted at any time 

 EduExam maintaining records, score cards, student details, question 

papers and so on is very easily managed by the system. 

 Being an integrated online system it will reduce the paper work 

 Mail notification to the student about the detailed description of the 

tests, their result and various other information 

 Useful for school, college, university, teachers and professors for 

managing question papers and examinations. Recruiting agencies, 

companies can use it for candidate's skills evaluation by conducting 

online test. 



Features 
 

 

 Customize user management with Module wise right allocation 

 Examinations that require logic testing of students 

 Bulk Upload Facility to Generate more than one User Accounts at a 

Time 

 Document and Video upload for Study as subject Categories and topic 

Sub-Categories 

 Bulk Question Upload with their answer choice and correct option 

 Auto Generated Question Paper and Manual Generation of Question 

Paper Facility 

 Option for Practice Exam and Final Exam generation 

 Exam Generation in terms of Levels as Easy/Hard/Medium 

 Online Survey facility after Exam 

 Various Performance analysis reports 

 Students and instructors get instant results via-mail. Results can also 

be printed as soon as the test finishes. 



Useful TO 
 
 

 Education Institutes 
 Easy to manage students Details 

 Class/Subject wise exam allocation 

 On the spot result with evaluation reports 

 No limitations for scheduling exams 

 

 Coaching Classes 
 Computable to all type of competitive exams 

 Study material upload facility as documents and 

videos 

 Easy to manage multiple Question Banks 

 Create own Brand Name with own Question Banks 



 

 

 

 

 

 Corporate 
 Utilize for Recruitment Process like Interview Test 

 Helpful for Customer feedback process 

 Very efficient for Employee satisfaction system 

 Efficient MIS reports 

 

 Government Exams 
 Computable to all type of competitive Exams 

 Easy to upload Questions Banks 

 Very simple Exam generation and allocation process 

 On the spot Result available 



System 
 

 

 

 

 

 Secure online sign on and access control 

 Add, Delete and update User Information 

 User can get results as soon as test completes 

 Faculty can also add Questions in to the database 

 Result Analysis in graphical form available to the power user 

 Analysis will be very easy as it is automated system 

 The student then answer and submit papers and is automatically 

evaluated. 

 Can be used anywhere and anytime as it is web based application 



Administrator Aspect 
 

 

 Taking back up of the database. 

 Editing/Deleting/Creating the database. 

 Changing password. 

 Logging into the system. 

 Accept registration of the students. 

 Creating a test. 

 Posting question in the above test. 

 Posting multiple option to the respective question. 

 Marking correct answer within the given option. 

 Time limit of question if any. 

 Set negative marks for wrong answer 

 Recruiting agencies, companies can use it for candidates 

skills evaluation by conducting online test. 

 Online Survey facility after Exam 



Student Aspect 

 
 Request Registration. 

 Logging in to the system. 

 Edit user information. 

 Selecting the test. 

 Appearing for the test. 

 Print the result at the end of the exam 

 Multiple choice questions 

 Questions can be anything from plain text to still pictures and 

videos, tables, embedded objects and even Adobe Flash animations 



Data Security 
 

 

 The answering process begin with the student logging in and selecting 

the paper which he authorized to answer. 

 The time of the starting and completion of the exam can be recorded 

at the server. 

 Only teachers have authority to change any data. 

 The proposed system is very secure and no chance of paper leakage 

as it is dependent on administrator only 

 Students mark and any details are secured by this software. 

 Admin can Now manage their question papers very easily and 

securely with password protection. 
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